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Our magical Gifts
At Temmerman we believe that every customer is unique

That's why we look for the perfect gift together with you

for your customers, colleagues or employees.

Our range consists of an assortment of small gifts

  to fully personalized gift boxes

for small and large budgets.

 

Our catalog consists of examples from our range

  to give you an idea, we have the following indications:

$ < 15 euros $$ 15 - 25 euros

$$$ 25 - 50 euros $$$$ > 50 euros

  Add a message

Delivered at home

 



Advent Calendar

With candy or chocolate

$$$

  

Countdown to Christmas 
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Christmas boxes 
Our classic for Christmas ,

fully customizable or not,

fill the boxes with the best products from our

range, chocolate, candy, cookies or just tea.

 

Easily delivered to your home with a personal

message.

 

Prefer even more personalized?

Together we can also design the sleeve of the

box completely according to your wishes.*
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fully customizable

 $$ -  $$$

 

*From 50 pieces



❶ Temmerman towel

to be filled up with your choice 

$-$$$, 

❷ Christmas box

2 different sizes

$$$- $$$$, 

❸ Christmas basket

$$ - $$$$, 

❶

❷

❸
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Timeless Classics



❶ GIft baskets

in different sizes and shapes

$$- $$$$   

❷ Temmerman Tea towel

Fill it up with your choic eof our products

$- $$$        

❶

❶

❷ 
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Timeless Classics



❶ Gift houses

Different sizes 

$$ - $$$$ , 

  ❷ Round Christmas box

$$$ - $$$$,

❶
❶

❷
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Timeless Classics



❶ Gingerbread house

Filled with al kinds of sweet products

$-$$,

❷ Small Temmerman assortment box

$, 

❷

❶
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Small              Gifts



❶ Candu boxes

3 sizes

$-$$,

❷ Smuggler bag

$, 

❸ Candy bonbonniere

$ - $$,  

❶

❷❸
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Small gifts



❶ Chocolate box 

4 different sizes 

$-$$$,       

❷ Chocolate 

Small or large

$$$, 

❸ Ballotin

250, 500, 750 of 1kg

$- $$$$, 

❶

❷

❸
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Our      Chocolates



Our magical Gifts
 

Request your quote without

obligation at

info@temmermanconfiserie.co
m

 
Do not hesitate to contact us for further questions,

possibilities or comments
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